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ON WALKER TYPE IDENTITIES LOCALLY CONFORMAL
KAEHLER SPACE FORMS

Abstract. The notion of locally conformal Kaehler manifold (l.c.K-manifold) in Hermitian
Geometry has been introduced by I. Vaisman in 1976. In this work, we present results on
l.c.K-space forms satisfying curvature identities named Walker type identities.

1. Introduction

Let (M,g,J) be a real m = 2n-dimensional Hermitian manifold with the structure (J,
g), where J is the almost complex structure and g is the Hermitian metric. Then

J2 = −Id, g(JX ,JY ) = g(X ,Y ),

for any vector fields X and Y tangent to M. The fundamental 2-form Ω is defined by

Ω(X ,Y ) = g(JX ,Y ) = −Ω(Y,X).

The manifold M is called a locally conformal Kaehler manifold (an l.c.K-manifold) if
each point x in M has an open neighborhood U with a positive differentiable function
ρ : U → R such that

g∗ = e−2ρg |U

is a Kaehlerian metric on U. Especially, if we can take U = M, then the manifold M is
said to be globally conformal Kaehler.
A Hermitian manifold whose metric is locally conformal to a Kaehler metric is called
an l.c.K-manifold. I. Vaisman gives its characterization as follows [10] :
A Hermitian manifold M is an l.c.K-manifold if and only if there exists on M a global
closed 1-form α such that

dΩ = 2α∧Ω ,

where α is called the Lee form.
A Hermitian manifold (M,g,J) is an l.c.K-manifold if and only if

∇kJi j = −βigk j +β jgki −αiJk j +α jJki ,(A.1)

where
β j = −αrJr

j .

An l.c.K-manifold M is called an l.c.K-space form if the holomorphic sectional curva-
ture of the section {X ,JX} at each point of M has a constant value. Let M(c) be an
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l.c.K-space form with constant holomorphic sectional curvature c, then the Riemannian
curvature tensor Ri jhk with respect to gi j has the form [8]

Rhi jk =
c
4
(ghkgi j −gh jgik + JhkJi j − Jh jJik −2JhiJjk)

+
3
4
(Phkgi j +Pi jghk −Ph jgik −Pikgh j)

− 1
4
(!PhkJi j + !Pi jJhk − !Ph jJik − !PikJh j −2!PhiJjk −2!PjkJhi),(A.2)

where !Pi j = −PirJr
j ,

Pi j = −∇iα j −αiα j +
∥α∥2

2
gi j(A.3)

is hybrid, i.e.,PirJr
j +PjrJr

i = 0, Pi j = Pji and ∥α∥ denotes the length of Lee form.

Contracting (A.2) with ghk, we have

(A.4) Si j =
1
4
{(m+2)c+3 trP}gi j +

3
4
(m−4)Pi j ,

where S denotes the Ricci tensor with respect to g.

PROPOSITION 1. [9] If the tensor field P is hybrid and the trace of the tensor field P
is constant in a 4-dimensional l.c.K-space form M(c), then M(c) is Einstein.

THEOREM 1. [9] A real m-dimensional (m ̸= 4) l.c.K-space form M(c) in which the
tensor field P is hybrid and the trace of the tensor field P is constant is Einstein if and
only if the tensor field P is proportional to g.

2. Preliminaries

Let (M,g) be an n-dimensional, n ≥ 3, semi-Riemannian connected manifold of class
C∞ with Levi-Civita connection ∇. The Ricci operator S is defined by g(SX ,Y ) =
S(X ,Y ), where X, Y ∈ Ξ(M), Ξ(M) being the Lie algebra of vector fields on M.
We define the endomorphisms X ∧A Y , R (X ,Y )Z and C (X ,Y ) of Ξ(M) by

(X ∧A Y )Z = A(Y,Z)X −A(X ,Z)Y ,(A.5)
R (X ,Y )Z = ∇X ∇Y Z −∇Y ∇X Z −∇[X ,Y ]Z ,(A.6)
C (X ,Y )Z = R (X ,Y )Z

− 1
n−2

(X ∧g SY +SX ∧g Y − κ
n−1

X ∧g Y )Z ,(A.7)

respectively, where X, Y, Z ∈ Ξ(M), A is a symmetric (0,2)-tensor, κ the scalar cur-
vature and [X ,Y ] is the Lie bracket of vector fields X and Y. In particular we have
(X ∧g Y ) = X ∧Y .
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The Riemannian-Christoffel curvature tensor R, the Weyl conformal curvature tensor
C and the (0,4)-tensor G of (M,g) are defined by

R(X1,X2,X3,X4) = g(R (X1,X2)X3,X4) ,

C(X1,X2,X3,X4) = g(C (X1,X2)X3,X4) ,

G(X1,X2,X3,X4) = g((X1 ∧g X2)X3,X4) ,(A.8)

respectively, where X1,X2,X3,X4 ∈ Ξ(M).
A tensor B of type (1,3) on M is said to be a generalized curvature tensor if

∑
X1,X2,X3

B(X1,X2)X3 = 0 ,

B(X1,X2)+B(X2,X1) = 0 ,

B(X1,X2,X3,X4) = B(X3,X4,X1,X2) ,(A.9)

where B(X1,X2,X3,X4) = g(B(X1,X2)X3,X4).
For symmetric (0,2)-tensor E and F we define their Kulkarni-Nomizu product E ∧F by

(E ∧F)(X1,X2,X3,X4) = E(X1,X4)F(X2,X3)+E(X2,X3)F(X1,X4)
− E(X1,X3)F(X2,X4)−E(X2,X4)F(X1,X3).

For a symmetric (0,2)-tensor E and a (0,k)-tensor T, k ≥ 2, we define their Kulkarni-
Nomizu product E ∧T by [3]

(E ∧T )(X1,X2,X3,X4;Y3, ...,Yk) = E(X1,X4)T (X2,X3,Y3, ...,Yk)
+ E(X2,X3)T (X1,X4,Y3, ...,Yk)
− E(X1,X3)T (X2,X4,Y3, ...,Yk)
− E(X2,X4)T (X1,X3,Y3, ...,Yk).

For symmetric (0, 2)-tensor E and F we have [6]

Q(E,E ∧F) = −Q(F, Ē),(A.10)

where Ē = 1
2 E ∧E. We also have [7]

E ∧Q(E,F) = −Q(F, Ē).(A.11)

For a (0,k)-tensor field T, k ≥ 1, a (0,2)-tensor field A and a generalized curvature
tensor B on (M,g), we define the tensors B ·T and Q(A,T ) by

(B ·T )(X1, ...,Xk;X ,Y ) = −T (B(X ,Y )X1,X2, ...,Xk)
− ...−T (X1,X2, ...,Xk−1,B(X ,Y )Xk),(A.12)

Q(A,T )(X1, ...,Xk;X ,Y ) = −T ((X ∧A Y )X1,X2, ...,Xk)
− ...−T (X1,X2, ...,Xk−1,(X ∧A Y )Xk),(A.13)
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respectively, where X ,Y,X1,X2, ...,Xk ∈ Ξ(M).
Putting in the above formulas B = R or B = C , T = R or T = C or T = S, A = g or
A = S, we obtain the tensors R ·R, R ·C, R ·S, C ·S, Q (g, R), Q (S, R), Q (g, C), Q (g,
S) and Q (S, C) respectively.
Let (M,g) be covered by a system of charts {W ;xk}. We define by gi j, Rhi jk, Si j,
Ghi jk = ghkgi j −gh jgik and

Chi jk = Rhi jk −
1

n−2
(ghkSi j −gh jSik +gi jShk −gikSh j)

+
κ

(n−1)(n−2)
Ghi jk ,(A.14)

the local components of the metric tensor g, the Riemannian-Christoffel curvature ten-
sor R, the Ricci tensor S, the tensor G and the Weyl tensor C, respectively. Further, we
denote by Si j = Sirgr

j and S j
i = g jrSir.

The local components of the (0,6)-tensors R ·T and Q (g, T) on M are the following:

(R ·T )hi jklm = grs(Tri jkRshlm +Thr jkRsilm +ThirkRs jlm +Thi jrRsklm),(A.15)

Q(g,T )hi jklm = −gmhTli jk −gmiThl jk −gm jThilk −gmkThi jl

+ glhTmi jk +gliThm jk +gl jThimk +glkThi jm ,(A.16)

where Thi jk are the local components of the tensor T.
In this part we present some considerations leading to the definition of Deszcz Symmet-
ric (Pseudosymmetric in the sense of Deszcz) and Ricci-pseudosymmetric manifolds.
A semi-Riemannian manifold (M,g) satisfying the condition ∇R = 0 is said to be lo-
cally symmetric. Locally symmetric manifolds form a subclass of the class of mani-
folds characterized by the condition

R ·R = 0.(A.17)

Semi-Riemannian manifolds fulfilling (A.17) are called semisymmetric. Here R ·R is a
(0,6)-tensor with components

(R ·R)hi jklm = ∇m∇lRhi jk −∇l∇mRhi jk

= grs(Rri jkRshlm +Rhr jkRsilm +RhirkRs jlm +Rhi jrRsklm).(A.18)

A more general class of manifolds than the class of semisymmetric manifolds is the
class of Deszcz Symmetric manifolds.
A semi-Riemannian manifold (M,g) is said to be Deszcz Symmetric [2] if at every
point of M the condition

R ·R = LRQ(g,R)(A.19)

holds on the set UR = {x ∈ M | R− κ
n(n−1)G ̸= 0 at x}, where LR is some function

on UR. There exist various examples of Deszcz Symmetric manifolds which are not
semisymmetric.
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A semi-Riemannian manifold is said to be Ricci-semisymmetric if we have R ·S = 0 on
M.
A semi-Riemannian manifold (M,g) is said to be Ricci-pseudosymmetric ([2], [5]) if
at every point of M the condition

R ·S = LSQ(g,S)(A.20)

holds on the set US = {x ∈ M | S− κ
n g ̸= 0 at x}, where LS is some function on US.

The class of Ricci-pseudosymmetric manifolds is an extension of the class of Ricci-
semisymmetric manifolds as well as of the class of pseudosymmetric manifolds. Ev-
ery pseudosymmetric manifold is Ricci-pseudosymmetric. The converse statement is
not true. Evidently, every Ricci-semisymmetric (R ·S = 0) is Ricci-pseudosymmetric.
There exist various examples of Ricci-pseudosymmetric manifolds which are not pseu-
dosymmetric.

3. On Walker Type Identities Locally Conformal Kaehler Space Forms

In this section, we present results on l.c.K-space forms satisfying curvature identities
named Walker type identities.

LEMMA 1. [1] For a symmetric (0,2)-tensor A and a generalized curvature tensor B
on a semi-Riemannian manifold (M,g), n ≥ 3, we have

Q(A,B)hi jklm +Q(A,B) jklmhi +Q(A,B)lmhi jk = 0.(A.21)

It is well-known that the following identity

(R ·R)hi jklm +(R ·R) jklmhi +(R ·R)lmhi jk = 0(A.22)

holds on any semi-Riemannian manifold. The equation (A.22) is called the Walker type
identity.
On any semi-Riemannian manifold (M,g), n ≥ 4, the following three identities are
equivalent to each other [4]:

(R ·C)hi jklm +(R ·C) jklmhi +(R ·C)lmhi jk = 0,(A.23)

(C ·R)hi jklm +(C ·R) jklmhi +(C ·R)lmhi jk = 0(A.24)

and

(R ·C−C ·R)hi jklm +(R ·C−C ·R) jklmhi +(R ·C−C ·R)lmhi jk = 0.(A.25)

The equations (A.23) - (A.25) are named the Walker type identities. We also can con-
sider the following Walker type identity

(C ·C)hi jklm +(C ·C) jklmhi +(C ·C)lmhi jk = 0.(A.26)
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THEOREM 2. Let M(c) be a 4-dimensional l.c.K-space form, such that the tensor field
P is hybrid and the trace of the tensor field P is constant. Then the Walker type identities
(A.23) - (A.25) and (A.26) hold on M(c).

Proof. In view of (A.15) , we have

(R ·C)hi jklm = grs(Cri jkRshlm +Chr jkRsilm +ChirkRs jlm +Chi jrRsklm),(A.27)

(C ·R)hi jklm = grs(Rri jkCshlm +Rhr jkCsilm +RhirkCs jlm +Rhi jrCsklm).(A.28)

Using (A.14) in (A.27) we obtain

(R ·C)hi jklm = (R ·R)hi jklm − 1
(m−2)

"
RhklmSi j −R jhlmSik +R jilmShk

− RkilmSh j −Rh jlmSik +Ri jlmShk +RkhlmSi j −RiklmSh j

+ gi jSs
kRshlm +ghkSs

jRsilm +ghkSs
i Rs jlm +gi jSs

hRsklm

− gikSs
jRshlm −gh jSs

kRsilm −gikSs
hRs jlm −gh jSs

i Rsklm

#

+
κ

(m−1)(m−2)

"
Rhklmgi j −R jhlmgik +R jilmghk

− Rkilmgh j +Ri jlmghk −Rh jlmgik +Rhklmgi j −Riklmgh j

#

= (R ·R)hi jklm − 1
(m−2)

"
gi j(Akhlm +Ahklm)+ghk(A jilm +Ai jlm)

− gik(A jhlm +Ah jlm)−gh j(Akilm +Aiklm)
#
,(A.29)

where

Ami jk = Ss
mRsi jk.(A.30)

Applying, in the same way, (A.14) in (A.28) we get

(C ·R)hi jklm = (R ·R)hi jklm − 1
(m−2)

Q(S,R)hi jklm

+
κ

(m−1)(m−2)
Q(g,R)hi jklm

− 1
(m−2)

(glhAmi jk −gmhAli jk −gliAmh jk +gmiAlh jk

+ gl jAmkhi −gm jAlkhi −gklAm jhi +gkmAl jhi).(A.31)

Substituting (A.4) into (A.29) and (A.31) we get

(R ·C) = (R ·R)− β
(m−2)

T(A.32)
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and

(C ·R) = (R ·R)− (m−2)α−β trP
(m−2)(m−1)

Q(g,R)− β
(m−2)

Q(P,R)

− β
(m−2)

T́ ,(A.33)

where T and T́ are the (0,6)-tensor fields whose local components are given by

Thi jklm = gi j(Ekhlm +Ehklm)+ghk(E jilm +Ei jlm)
− gik(E jhlm +Eh jlm)−gh j(Ekilm +Eiklm),(A.34)

T́hi jklm =
$

glhEmi jk −gmhEli jk −gliEmh jk +gmiElh jk

+ gl jEmkhi −gm jElkhi −gklEm jhi +gkmEl jhi

%
,(A.35)

Ehi jk = Ps
hRsi jk, α = 1

4{(m+2)c+3 trP} and β = 3
4 (m−4).

Then by direct computation, one obtains:

∑
(X1,X2),(X3,X4),(X ,Y )

(T + T́ )(X1,X2,X3,X4,X ,Y ) = 0.

Hence (A.23) (equivalently (A.24), (A.25) ) holds if and only if

β
(m−2) ∑

(X1,X2),(X3,X4),(X ,Y )
T (X1,X2,X3,X4,X ,Y ) = 0.

In particular, if m = 4, then β = 0, so (A.23) holds.
Further, we note that (A.14) turns into C = R− 2c+trP

4 G. This gives

C ·C = C · (R− 2c+ trP
4

G) = C ·R

= (R− 2c+ trP
4

G) ·R = R ·R− 2c+ trP
4

Q(g,R).(A.36)

Now using (A.21) and (A.22) we complete the proof.

THEOREM 3. Let M(c) be an m-dimensional (m > 4) l.c.K-space form. If the tensor
field P is proportional to g and the trace of the tensor field P is constant, then the
Walker type identities (A.23) - (A.25) and (A.26) hold on M(c).

Proof. In view of Theorem 1., the m-dimensional l.c.K-space form M(c) is Einstein,
so (A.23) - (A.25) hold on M(c). Substituting S = 1

4

&
(m + 2)c + 6(m−2)

m trP
'

g into
(A.14), we have

C = R− 1
4(m−1)

&
(m+2)c+

6(m−2)
m

trP
'

G.
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This gives

C ·C = C ·
$

R− 1
4(m−1)

&
(m+2)c+

6(m−2)
m

trP
'

G
%

= C ·R

=
$

R− 1
4(m−1)

&
(m+2)c+

6(m−2)
m

trP
'

G
%
·R

= R ·R− 1
4(m−1)

&
(m+2)c+

6(m−2)
m

trP
'

Q(g,R).

Using (A.21) and (A.22), we get the result.

LEMMA 2. Let M(c) be an m-dimensional (m > 4) l.c.K-space form such that the
tensor field P is hybrid. Then, we have

(m−2)
$
(R ·C)hi jklm +(R ·C) jklmhi +(R ·C)lmhi jk

%

= −β
$
(g∧ (R ·P))hi jklm +(g∧ (R ·P)) jklmhi +(g∧ (R ·P))lmhi jk

%
.(A.37)

Proof. Substituting (A.4) into (A.14), we obtain

C = R− β
m−2

(g∧P)− α(m−2)−β trP
(m−1)(m−2)

G,(A.38)

where α = 1
4{(m+2)c+3 trP} and β = 3

4 (m−4) .
From (A.38), we get

R ·C = R ·R− β
m−2

g∧ (R ·P).(A.39)

Using (A.22) the proof is completed.

LEMMA 3. If one of the Walker type identities (A.23) - (A.25) holds on an m-dimensional
(m > 4) l.c.K-space form M(c) and the tensor field P is hybrid, then on M(c) we have

(g∧ (R ·P))hi jklm +(g∧ (R ·P)) jklmhi +(g∧ (R ·P))lmhi jk = 0.(A.40)

Proof. Lemma 2. completes the proof.

THEOREM 4. On any Ricci-pseudosymmetric l.c.K-space form M(c), (m > 4) such that
the tensor field P is hybrid, the Walker type identities (A.23) - (A.25) hold on Us⊂M.

Proof. In view of (A.20) and (A.4), m-dimensional Ricci-pseudosymmetric (m > 4)
l.c.K-space forms satisfy

R ·P = LSQ(g,P).(A.41)

Using (A.41) and (A.37), we obtain the following identity on US
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(m−2)
$
(R ·C)hi jklm +(R ·C) jklmhi +(R ·C)lmhi jk

%

= −βLS

$
(g∧Q(g,P))hi jklm +(g∧Q(g,P)) jklmhi +(g∧Q(g,P))lmhi jk

%
.

Making use of (A.11) and (A.21), we obtain on US

(m−2)
$
(R ·C)hi jklm +(R ·C) jklmhi +(R ·C)lmhi jk

%

= −βLS

$
Q(P,G)hi jklm +Q(P,G) jklmhi +Q(P,G)lmhi jk

%
= 0.

Hence (A.23) (equivalently (A.24), (A.25) ) holds on M(c).
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